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Spreading Terror around the Globe by Selling
Drones to “US Allies”
The Latest US Blunder

By Joachim Hagopian
Global Research, February 20, 2015

Region: USA
Theme: US NATO War Agenda

Here we go again. The US Empire does what it does best, exporting more death, destruction
and terror around the world. On Tuesday the Obama administration disclosed that it plans
to export killer drones to its allies from Turkey to Italy to Saudi Arabia. And we already know
how that song goes. In recent years the Islamic extremists have managed to invariably get
their hands on countless weapons and arms shipments intended for our so called allies. Be it
in Iraq or Syria, arms that were supposed to go to the Iraqi army or allied Kurds or moderate
rebels in Syria somehow always get delivered to the Islamic State extremists, the latest US-
Israeli-Saudi created terrorist monster-on- steroids.

As an example last October an airdrop of weapons that was purported to go to the Kurds in
the besieged town of Kobani in Syria to fight the Islamic State forces ended up in the wrong
hands.  As  recently  as  last  month  it  was  discovered  and  reported  that  the  US  was
regularly air dropping arms and supplies to the waiting Islamic State on the ground below in
Iraq. Obama’s huff and puff rhetoric about hunting down the Islamic State in Syria in reality
is merely another effectively deceptive ploy to commit air  strikes on Assad’s Syria that he
couldn’t  get  away  with  the  year  before  right  after  the  false  flag  chemical  weapons  attack
committed by US backed rebels (that were later renamed ISIS). So now both Israeli and US
military air strikes are taking out infrastructure inside Syria that hurts the Syrian people,
destroying oil refineries and food storage silos.

Any true military strategist would know that if the United States actually wanted to destroy
the so called big bad enemy terrorists, the most modern and lethal killing machine on the
planet has the means to accomplish this mission within a month. But the truth is the Islamic
State serves the megalomaniacal purpose of the Empire and for that reason alone, they
must survive and be allowed to continue killing Western journalists and causing deaths
of humanitarian aid workers as well as engaging in ongoing Christian cleansing throughout
the Middle East  and beyond.  Terror  strikes deep into the psyche when dumbed down
masses are manipulated into a frenzied, frothy hate of Islam worldwide that only serves the
Zionist-Empire-NATO unholy alliance all too well.

In between making and placing their beheading videos online, the same enemy found the
time  to  undergo  training  inside  our  close  ally  Turkey’s  border.  With  this  latest
announcement selling drones to US allies, the world is supposed to feel safer now that our
“trusted” friends in Turkey and Saudi Arabia will be receiving Obama’s personal favorite
form of state-sponsored terrorism from the sky. Using the same preferred modern warfare
method that our president has envisioned killing Americans on US soil, he now plans to let
others also use it to kill yet more innocent humans.
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A recent study from November 2014 revealed that less than 4% of those killed by drones in
Yemen and Pakistan were actually the targeted bad guys while over 96% of the 1,147 dead
people killed in this latest sample were innocent civilians. The January 28, 2015 tally by the
Journal of  Investigative Journalism brings the total  number of drone deaths in Pakistan
alone to be estimated near 4,000 victims. If the sloppy aim of the most experienced and
trained  drone  pilots  on  the  planet  from  the  CIA  and  US  military  can’t  efficiently  kill  the
enemy, what makes anyone believe that these other nations with fewer trained pilots will
produce any better results? It’s another disaster waiting to happen.

All we are doing by spreading terror from the skies in yet more hands around the world is
increasing more innocent victims whose family members will justifiably hate the US (and its
allies) even more. But then the Empire’s forever war on terror will  be just that, with a
permanent supply of fresh new jihadist recruits signing up to kill Americans to avenge the
loss of their loved ones. And of course because history by design is locked into a forever do-
loop pattern repeating itself, our enemies will get a hold of these made in-the-USA drones
and be using them in no time on us made-in-the-USA Americans, that is when Obama’s not
already using them on us. One can easily see the false flag scenario of a drone attack one
day  killing  Americans  in  America  and  then  blaming  it  on  the  Moslem  terrorists  who
“accidentally on purpose” managed to acquire one of our own “misdirected” killer drones.
And the suicidal madness increases exponentially.

A number of America’s so called allies have rather dubious track records when it comes to
aiding and abetting our enemy. On the one hand, Obama in his most fluent doublespeak is
quick to regard Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Turkey and Pakistan as our allies in the Empire’s war on
terror,  yet  on the other hand reality has repeatedly proven that these same “friends”
regularly supply and support terrorism. For that matter, so does the United States. The
bottom line is the US Empire created and has been regularly using our so called enemies al
Qaeda/ISIS as our mercenary proxy-war boots on the ground in 1980’s Afghanistan against
the  Soviets,  1990’s  Balkans  against  the  Serbs,  9/11/2001  against  our  own  American
people, in 2011-12 Libya against Gaddafi and illegally smuggle arms from Benghazi, 2010 to
the present in Syria against Assad and last year against puppet fallen-out-of-favor al-Maliki
in Iraq. While Obama has continued claiming al Qaeda and ISIS as the US enemy, at the
same time he is treasonously using our taxpayer dollars to train, arm and deploy them on
the  ground wherever  he  sees  fit.  The  American  people  are  finally  realizing  Obama cannot
have it both ways any more.

Perhaps that’s why a year ago after the CIA-induced overthrow of the democratically elected
government in Ukraine, the US decided it was time to declare a new enemy in cold war, part
II.  Once  Putin  reclaimed  its  Crimean  naval  base  after  the  Crimean  people  voted
overwhelmingly to become part of Russia again, it’s been a propaganda war ever since.
Obama and the West have been demonizing Russia once again as the enemy through
nonstop lies and false flags. But it’s not working. With far more at stake in making Putin the
enemy,  Europe  is  currently  attempting  to  arrive  at  peace  in  Eastern  Ukraine  through
diplomacy, much to Obama’s chagrin.

The truth is the United States manufactures allies and enemies according to its fickle, self-
serving, propagandizing purpose and has absolutely no moral high ground to stand on in a
single aspect of its foreign policy. Whatever suits global hegemony for gaining more power
and control while reaping more profit for transnational corporations and the central banking
cabal is the common thread behind everything the US government does anywhere and
everywhere on earth. That’s why America’s insane, convoluted, chaotic chessboard policy
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makes allies into enemies and enemies into allies at its fleeting, imperialistic will, amounting
to pure schizoid madness. And aside from making more money for the ruling elite, by design
its  intended  purpose  is  to  create  conflict  and  war  to  destabilize,  destroy  and  impoverish
every nation it  touches, a la the King Midas-in-reverse effect.  And what does this demonic
foreign policy have to show for itself? Failed states in Libya, Yemen, Somalia, Iraq and
Afghanistan along with a faltering, choking, bankrupt US economy on the verge of total
collapse. Stay tuned for the fall of the American Empire.
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